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Introduction
In a casino hotel environment, a new hotel revenue director is faced with many facets of the business
which must be prioritized according to the nature of the market (local, regional, destination, etc.) and
the profile of the property (large, small, upscale, casual, etc.).
For regional and local markets in the US (i.e. not the Las Vegas strip), it is very common, and certainly
profitable, for a high percentage of hotel rooms to be allocated to casino players. This is particularly
acute on weekends when demand tends to be the strongest.
If you’re a new revenue director, particularly one with casino experience, it is not surprising that you’d
spend a lot of time making sure the casino segments are yielded properly according to historical
demand patterns, pacing data, pricing by segment, and the like. Even though there’s often work to do
on the other market groups such as FIT, group, third-party, etc., it’s natural to initially prioritize
getting the casino yielding right.
Incidentally, it’s often not difficult to make significant and verifiable gains in this area, particularly as
many independent casinos can still be surprisingly retrograde in their approaches to casino hotel
yielding. So, spending time dealing with casino segments is a definite plus for a new revenue director.
This article is designed to help inspire revenue directors to dig deeper into the core metrics by which
customers are valued, rather than to just accept these metrics as they are.

Part 1: You Own It, Too
While revenue directors will commonly feel comfortable with the analysis around many things which
center on casino segmentation (e.g., on-the-books pacing, pricing, and comp/cash delineations by
date, etc.), it is surprising how rarely they will actually feel empowered to dig into the core customer
valuation criteria which creates the segmentation in the first place. For some reason, the method by
which customer valuation is actually calculated, particularly as it relates to the core gaming metrics, is
commonly seen as the domain of casino marketing, and therefore not open to change by the revenue
director. Counter to that notion, however, and the central to the thrust of this message are two
points:

1.

As the revenue director, you need to understand all aspects of the customer valuation
method, especially the core gaming components, in order to succeed in managing hotel yield
according to the resulting segmentation.

2. As the revenue director, you should feel responsible to suggest and make changes to the
customer valuation method (in concert with casino marketing) in order to improve the overall
yield from scarce hotel assets.
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And here’s a little secret that might come as a surprise: It’s not that difficult to be welcomed into the
process by casino marketing’s database or data science team. While you may run into a casino
marketing leader unwilling to make valuation changes due to the “we’ve always done it this way”
philosophy, this is not as widespread as it once was. So, it would be wrong (and actually irresponsible)
to back away just because suspect it might be that way. As it relates to the use of hotel rooms, casino
marketing has a similar goal to yours - to fill rooms in the most profitable way. But they are also
responsible for driving day trips and general traffic, so they couldn’t possibly have the same laser
focus on hotel yielding as the revenue director. So, if you’re not up to your elbows in the core
calculations behind casino customer valuation early in your tenure, it’s time to pick up a glove and get
in the game.

Part 2: Where to Look for Gains
In part one, we explained why a hotel revenue director needs to feel comfortable examining and
suggesting enhancements to the actual casino customer valuation method, specifically core gaming
metrics which are often seen as the exclusive domain of casino marketing.
In part two, we suggest areas where you might be able to find improvement opportunities.
Initially, when you inquire about the core valuation calculations, you may hear how advanced the
method is, and how the company truly understand their customers on a one-to-one basis. Statements
like these usually describe an aspiration more than a reality, particularly as the never-ending,
deafening drumbeat of database marketing deadlines (e.g., getting the monthly offers out the door)
tends to be the overwhelming priority.
Even if you’re working with one of the large nationwide US operators, don’t be surprised if you peel
back the layers only to learn that the casino segmentation ultimately only comes from average daily
theoretical (ADT) or average daily worth (ADW). As a reminder, these basic calculations look like this:
•
•

ADT: Theoretical Worth / Gaming Days
ADW: The greater of ADT or x% of Actual Win

If you find these are your common valuation metrics, then you know there’s a significant opportunity
to suggest improvements.
Consider Nights Rather Than Days
This one is surprisingly simple and very often not in place. If the core gaming valuation is either ADT
or ADW, then the aggregated worth for the trip is divided by the number of gaming days. In the case
of a hotel stay, however, the number of days isn’t quite as meaningful as the number of nights,
particularly since room-nights are the core currency being traded in the hotel yield game. A quick
example will explain this best:
•
•

Phil and Jerry have largely the same gaming habits. They are both arriving Tuesday for an
overnight stay and are destined to achieve $500 in theo on their trip.
Phil plays to a 500 theo within four hours on Tuesday evening, goes to bed at midnight, and
leaves the property first thing in the morning, playing nothing at all on Wednesday.
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•
•
•

•

Jerry earns 250 in theo on Tuesday evening and plays again on Wednesday morning, earning
another 250 in theo.
At the end of the trip, each player has generated 500 in theo associated with their Tuesday
night stay.
But Jerry will have an ADT of 250 while Phil has an ADT of 500. Since we’re dividing by
gaming days, Phil’s 500 in theo (having occurred all in one day) is only divided by one. Jerry’s
theo is divided by two days and is therefore cut in half.
But, as we stated at the beginning, both players generated 500 in theo on their Tuesday night
stayover.

The math behind this example is not complicated. We’re not talking about advanced quantitative or
statistical methods here; in fact, the underlying math is the type of thing we learn in the fourth grade.
The same is true for our next example.

Consider Removing Quick Trips
In markets that are highly dependent on frequent visits by loyal locals, traditional gaming valuation
methods can actually deter the specific behavior the loyalty program is meant to encourage. Indeed,
it’s fascinating to see how the use of broad averages in the valuation method can counteract the goals
of the program.
When using the ADT or ADW metrics, it is key to remember that the “A” stands for “average”. And,
as we mentioned above, the basic unit across which metrics are averaged tends to be the day, or
possibly the trip.
Naturally, the valuation a player achieves on an individual trip is an important component of their
average. Of course, the fewer the trips, the greater the role each trip plays in the average.
Incidentally, we’re still only talking about fourth-grade math here, and it’s not going to get any
harder.
Picture a local player who has five trips within a 12-month period. For simplicity, assume they play
steadily at a rate where they earn 100 theo per hour. But they don’t always play for a long period of
time. This player will often play for 4-5 hours when they come on a weekend night. But once in a
while, they will stop in on the way home from work and just play for an hour or less.
In the example below, of the five trips the player has had, two of them could be considered quick trips
since they fall meaningfully below the overall average of hours played and theo earned. In the
traditional method, the player would be valued with an average trip theo of 345. But, if these quick
trips were removed, the player would be valued at 517. The difference between these two worth
values could be enough to award the player access to a weekend room-night, which they might not
get otherwise.
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Incidentally, frequent loyal players often know how these averages affect them. And, of course, they
work out ways to get what they need. In speaking with regular players (locals, in particular), you might
find that they elect not to use their club card to get rated when they’re just popping in for a quick visit.
While this “off the grid” method is precisely what a rewards program is typically designed to
discourage, without a process in place to remove meaningfully marginal trips, a players club program
can actually encourage this behavior.

Part 3: Measuring Success
In the preceding sections, we opened up the concept that a revenue director should feel comfortable
(and responsible) to break open the casino player valuation method and make changes. We also
provided a small sampling of ideas where improvements could be made. These simple examples are
only the beginning, as there are certainly more areas to look for improvement.
This section will focus on how to know if any changes have been effective. Naturally, it’s important to
clarify the goals of these improvements and how to measure them. In this space, the goals of one
property might be quite different than those of another. For instance, one property might feel they
are giving away too many comp rooms on weekends and would like to tighten things up whereas
another might find they are consistently falling short of occupancy goals and would like to become less
restrictive.
Naturally, it is the revenue director’s remit to change the comp criteria for weekends and weekdays,
and simply sliding the scale up and down is a common reaction. But, if the goal is to truly optimize the
use of the hotel asset, an important goal would be to find hidden gems in the existing database and
provide more incentive for these players. The cases reviewed above are good examples of this –
existing players with identifiable patterns for whom the basic average method does not really work.
Goal: To find more valuable customers in the existing database and provide them access to rooms at
a level higher than they’ve previously enjoyed.
Preview The Migration
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Once you’ve made a move to change the valuation method according to one or more enhanced
calculations, it’s a good idea to see how the new valuation scheme and the pre-existing valuation
scheme compare across the database. A useful tool to measure the migration of accounts is
illustrated below. This shows the current segments on the vertical axis and the proposed segment
across the top. The players shown in the blue boxes were unchanged, but all the others have migrated
in some way. So, you can see that of the 1,070 players in the current 750+ segment, 480 were moved
up to the 1,000+ segment and another 44 were moved all the way to 2,500+.

Here, it’s easy to see how players have migrated from their pre-existing (current) segments to the
new (proposed) segments. In the example above, the new scheme would give 31.5% of the players a
bump in their valuation, only 2.1% would decrease, and 66.3% would remain the same.
To make this less abstract, the revenue director can then add detail about the practical application of
these migrations. The example below shows what these segmentation changes actually mean to
players in the context of complimentary rooms.

Measurement
Presumably, most casino hotels already have a method in place to show key player statistics by
segment and by month. Typical key stats would be:
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•
•

Total Room-Nights
Total Unique Players

•
•

Total Theo
Average Theo

•
•

Total Actual Win
Average Actual Win

Assuming this method has been used for years, and the data provides a few years’ of monthly
summaries, there’s a good reason to keep the pre-existing measurements in place. That is, continue
to evaluate customers on the prior criteria, and run those same reports according to the prior
valuations. But, once your new valuation method is figured out, store the new valuation figure in a
separate column in your database, so you can compare the two side-by-side.
Once you begin using the new method in concert with your revenue management system (RMS) for a
few months, you can run the same reports side-by-side and compare the things like your theo and
worth per occupied room and per available room, the number of unique players, the total win, etc.
Importantly, you’ll be able to see where your increases manifest across the different segments, and by
days of the week. After a few months, if you’ve done it right, you should see positive movement in all
these key measurements, and you won’t have to invent a new reporting method.
A few examples of the monthly casino rooms reports are shown below. In this fictional example, the
changes were made in November of Year 2 and the take-off from there is quite noticeable. And, by
using the pre-existing reporting method, there is no trickery in reporting it in a new way.
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Also, a close-up of a single month shows the details at the segment level. In this fictional example, the
segmentation is using the pre-existing segmentation so that the reporting against historical values is
preserved.
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Naturally, there are many ways to analyze and measure the fruits of a casino hotel yield management
program. Shown above are just a few examples, but the key takeaway is that the revenue director
shouldn’t just report on production based on casino valuation; they should take ownership of what’s
actually inside.
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